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the murder of John F. Kennedy, this is the one to do it. 
THE ASSASSINATION TAPES provide the first scientifically 

acceptable evidence to dispute almost every major. conclusion of the 
Warren Commission Report. It confirms the hidden doubts and sus- 
picions held by millions of people that the Kennedy assassination was 
the result of an outright conspiracy. 

In 1970; intelligence experts developed. the Psychological 
Stress Evaluator (PSE), an amazing machine that can listen to the 
human voice and heip to determine whether one is lying or Telling the 
truth: George O'Toole, a former CIA computer-specialist, using one 
of these machines, set out to probe the events surrounding President 
Kennedy's death. He ? gathered most of the recordings made on radio 

I any single book has the power to re-open the investigation into” 

he ni Mr. O’Toole’s book is a fascinating piece of detection and 
offers promise that the mystery of President Kennedy’s death (and 
the coverup which followed) will yet be exposed, Shed 

_ Norman Mailer 

; bi @z 1 This book is front page news! Written with lucidity and 
power, George O’Toole’s THE ASSASSINATION TAPES has taken 
investigative journalism to the brink of the 21st century. 

-Donald Freed, author, EXECUTIVE ACTION 

ds ta No doubt it will be a smashing best-seller. Comes on with — unease i 
all the excitement and stirring possibility of revelations which 
.could be worldshaking. Read THE ASSASSINATION TAPES as 
soon as you Can. i A 

&& This is not a book just for assassination buffs, but one 
'. that every concemed American should read and ponder. py 

THE CiA AND THE CULT OF. INTELLIGENCE 

&& The tale is chilling, fascinating, but not surprising in tight 
of (reasonable) pre-existing and post- Watergate doubts. rd df 

Saturday Evening Post 

Victor Marchetti, author, 

Library Journal 

and television by major. figures in the Dallas tragedy. In addition, he: 
went to Texas under'the guise of a magazine journalist and interviewed 
dozens of principals who had been involved. ~ 

When ail this material was subjected to analysis with the PSE, 
and compared with the large number of unexplained events, a pattern 
of deception emerged which compietely discredits the official version 
of the assassination. 

This challenging book, the’ result of more than three years of 
serious investigation and study, tells it the way it happened. To know 
more of this incredible drama, you must read THE ASSASSINATION 
TAPES. It is as suspenseful and:exciting as The Day of the Jackal, 
although it is based entirely on facts and incidents carefully evaluated. 
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